
 The Strongest 

Chapter 61 – Poaching 

Just as everyone was guessing whether or not Shi Feng was a Noble NPC… 

As Drifting Blood was being dragged away, he glared at Shi Feng with eyes of a poisonous snake, 

bellowing, “Brat, just you wait. I’ll remember you now. Our Martial Union will not let you off. I’ll still be a 

good guy when I come out twelve hours later. When that time comes, there would be no place in Red 

Leaf Town for you.” 

Everyone felt chills down their backs as they heard Drifting Blood’s malicious threat. Was he planning to 

fight to the death? 

However, no one dared to belittle Shi Feng any longer. Just by judging from his single action just now, 

they knew Shi Feng was not as simple as he looked. 

Martial Union was a relatively famous Guild in Red Leaf Town. They were very well-known in other 

Wuxia virtual reality games. They were not a Guild managed by a Workshop, but instead, they were a 

Guild that was managed by casual gamers. Including investments from a few wealthy personages, 

Martial Union also started establishing a foothold in God’s Domain. Although they did not reach the 

standards of a third-rate Guild, they were not a Guild to be taken lightly. 

Currently, God’s Domain monopolized the entire virtual gaming industry. Under the support of the 

recently developed Main God System, God’s Domain did not require humans for operation. The Main 

God System assured fairness in the game, and it would also constantly evolve the game, continuously 

pumping out various Quests, Dungeons, hidden locations, and so on. God’s Domain was a living game, 

and it was something that no other virtual reality game could compare to. 

The maps in God’s Domain were also immensely vast, sufficient for the entire population of Earth. 

Moreover, a majority of the things available in real life could also be experienced within the game, in 

addition to things that could not be found in real life. God’s Domain was slowly trending towards 

becoming a second world, and other virtual reality games had no chance of competing with it. 

After Drifting Blood was dragged away by the Guards, everyone’s gaze turned towards Shi Feng. They all 

held curiosity on their faces, and their eyes tried to see through Shi Feng. They wanted to know whether 

or not Shi Feng was an NPC. Unfortunately, no matter what kind of observation skills they used, the 

results told them that Shi Feng was 100% a player and not an NPC. 

This only further increased everyone’s confusion. Yet, nobody dared to go over and ask Shi Feng, as Shi 

Feng might not even answer them. If by chance they were to cause Shi Feng displeasure, who knew, 

they might be the next Drifting Blood. 

 

 

 

Shi Feng looked at the puzzled faces of the people around him. He merely revealed a faint smile at the 

sight as he turned to leave. 
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After living in God’s Domain for ten years, he long since clearly understood the rules of God’s Domain. A 

player would be captured and jailed if he were to attack another player inside a Safe Zone. However, as 

long as an action did not cause any damage, even if it were an intense bodily contact, the Guards would 

not pay heed to it. 

Pressing onto Drifting Blood and clapping his shoulders were both actions that did not cause damage. It 

was just that the strength behind it was different than what one would normally use for such actions. 

Naturally, the Guards would not care about such actions. However, Drifting Blood used Charge, a skill 

that would cause the target to enter into a Fainted state in addition to damage. Moreover, there were 

also his aggressive actions. The Guards naturally would not let him off freely. 

Meanwhile, female players only had to activate the Anti-harassment System to prevent harassing 

players from doing anything to them. However, Violet Cloud just recently entered God’s Domain, so it 

was natural for her not to know about it. 

Regarding Drifting Blood’s threat, Shi Feng paid no heed to it. Martial Union was a Guild that did not 

even reach the standard of third-rate. Shi Feng previously used to lead the weak Shadow to stand off 

against many first-rate Guilds, and these first-rate Guilds were helpless dealing with them. Martial 

Union, a leisure Guild that only had several thousand players, was not worth even mentioning. 

If they wished to find trouble with him, he would just deal with them. As a reincarnated person with a 

Magic Weapon in hand, what was he afraid of? 

As for deepening his relationship with Violet Cloud, Shi Feng could only leave it aside for now as he 

searched for another way. The girl’s vigilance was just too heavy for him to get through. However, Shi 

Feng understood her reasons. If it were the Snow Goddess standing in his place, Violet Cloud might have 

a different reaction. 

Shi Feng bitterly laughed, shaking his head as he left. 

“Sir, please hold on a moment,” Violet Cloud finally said, no longer able to endure it. The enticement of 

10 Silver Coins was just too great. This was her biggest chance. If she were to miss it, what would 

happen to her sick mother? 

“Oh? Did you change your mind?” Shi Feng turned around to look at Violet Cloud’s troubled expression, 

smiling as he spoke. 

Violet Cloud stayed on guard as she looked at Shi Feng’s eyes, trying to discern any bad intentions within 

them. However, no matter how she looked at them, she could not discover any special emotions within 

them. Instead, she could feel a vast ocean hidden within the depths of Shi Feng’s eyes. However, she still 

asked in caution, “You truly want only the Fruit Juice and absolutely won’t have other requests?” 

Shi Feng was sweating profusely in his heart. For her to seek confirmation over and over… just how 

unreliable was he? He would have left long ago, were it not for her potential to become a Cleric God, as 

even he was unable to endure being thought of as a lecherous bastard by others. 

“In any case, I’m in need of a Chef to make some things for me. How about this? We’ll set up a contract, 

and I’ll hire you to be my Chef. I’ll give you the same treatment as a Lifestyle player in a third-rate Guild. 

You should be able to relax with the Main God System’s guarantee. If you don’t have any problems, then 



follow me. If you still can’t feel reassured, then just stay here,” Shi Feng let out a sigh, speaking 

unhurriedly. 

Violet Cloud was dumbfounded. The man before her was actually hiring her, and he was even giving her 

an ordinary job. It should be known that Chef was a Lifestyle Job that nobody thought highly of; no one 

ever hired Chef players. 

She had heard before, from her best friend, the treatment of a Lifestyle player in a third-rate guild. At 

that time, her friend even showed off that her boyfriend was a Lifestyle player in a third-rate Guild and 

how great the monthly treatment he received was. If he performed well, there would even be various 

kinds of benefits. The treatment was much better than many jobs that were available in real life, and 

this caused Violet Cloud to be extremely envious. 

“I’ll follow you. However, I work very slowly. Is there really no problem?” Violet Cloud ground her teeth, 

deciding to agree with Shi Feng. If she were to let go of this chance, what sort of future awaited her? 

Judging from his various performances, Shi Feng did not seem like a bad person. Moreover, she was just 

a very ordinary female player. There was absolutely no need for him to conspire and trick her. This was a 

virtual world. If she did not reveal her address in real life, Shi Feng would not be able to track her at all. 

Moreover, Shi Feng would have to bear a great risk in doing so. 

“Follow me then. I still have some things I need to buy,” Shi Feng nodded his head, appearing to be very 

calm. However, inwardly, he was in ecstasy. He had swindled a Cleric God into his hands, just like that. 

As for the Snow Goddess, Shi Feng could only apologize and say, “first come, first served.” 

Subsequently, Violet Cloud left with Shi Feng. 

Shi Feng brought along Violet Cloud, returning to the Grocery Shop once more. He bought an 

assortment of equipment used by Chefs such as Pots, Spatulas, Knives, and so on, spending less than 2 

Silver Coins in total. Afterward, he went to the Chef’s Association, spending 1 Silver Coin to purchase 

two sheets of Basic Cooking Recipes. One was a recipe for cooking Wolf Meat, the other for making an 

Energizing Drink. At the same time, he spent an additional 5 Silver Coins purchasing plenty of materials 

that were required by these recipes, as well as the materials for the Fruit Juice. 

Violet Cloud was shocked by Shi Feng’s actions. He actually spent so much money, buying so many 

things. He was just too rich. Her previous notion of Shi Feng being unreliable completely changed now. 

The materials and recipes Shi Feng had spent so much money buying were sufficient to allow her to 

promote herself to an Advanced Apprentice Chef. This was a treatment not even the Lifestyle players of 

first-rate Guilds would receive. 

However, what Violet Cloud did not know of was that Shi Feng felt that these items were very cheap. It 

was truly easy to nurture a Chef. 

All the materials required by the recipes could be bought from the NPC, and it only took 10 Silver Coins 

to nurture an Advanced Apprentice Chef. Such an amount of money would not even be enough to 

squander for nurturing a Forger or Potionmaker. 

Shi Feng then rented a Basic Kitchen, bringing Violet Cloud to it. 



“After you sign the contract, all these materials and recipes will belong to you. You only need to create 

900 cups of Fruit Juice first. Then, use everything remaining for these two recipes. You will receive a 20% 

share when these items are sold. At the same time, depending on your results, I’ll decide your base 

salary every month. If you try to run away, you’ll have to compensate me ten times that amount. Sign it 

if you don’t have any problems,” Shi Feng brought out a standard employment contract for Lifestyle 

players from the Main God System. Aside from having different treatments, these contracts were the 

same as others. There were no loopholes in them, and the law held effect over it. 

Chapter 62 – Moonlight Forest 

Violet Cloud was in a daze for a long time after reading the contract. She believed she was in a dream. 

She heard before the treatment Lifestyle players received in third-rate Guilds. The treatment she would 

be receiving was definitely better than those Lifestyle players. It was especially true for the base salary. 

Lifestyle players of third-rate Guilds definitely did not receive such treatment. 

“Why are you being so good to me?” Violet Cloud looked at Shi Feng with wide, teary eyes, asking. She 

wanted to know the reason. 

“Don’t misunderstand; I’m only in need of a Chef. I’ve only hired you because I can see you’re a very 

hardworking and earnest person. If you try to take advantage of the situation and fail to hit my 

requirements, then you can get lost. I’m not interested in nurturing someone useless,” Shi Feng 

suddenly spoke in a grave tone. He wanted Violet Cloud to know that it was not easy to become his 

personal Chef. That was because people were bound to become wasteful when they constantly received 

things without effort. 

Violet Cloud was frightened after being told so by Shi Feng. She lowered her head, no longer daring to 

ask any more silly questions. Judging from Shi Feng’s attitude, it was clear that he was indeed looking for 

a Chef, and that she had just been chosen by chance. Hence, Violet Cloud lifted the pen and signed the 

contract.This was her final chance at escaping her desperate situation. She definitely must grab ahold of 

it. 

“Boss, will I be making them here?” Violet Cloud immediately entered her role, appearing very 

respectful. She took a look at her surroundings. The environment here was very good, and it was also 

very peaceful. However, the rental for the Basic Kitchen was by no means cheap. 

“Yeah, you’ll be manufacturing the items here from now on. I’ve already applied for the membership 

here so that you can come here anytime. There is enough money stored for you to use a long period. 

There won’t be anyone here to disturb you. The facilities here are also thorough, so your success rate 

can be increased by quite a bit. If you don’t have any problems, then you can start working now. In thirty 

hours, if I don’t see the nine hundred cups of Fruit Juice, then you may leave.” Shi Feng was very 

satisfied with Violet Cloud’s attitude. He turned and left after finished saying his piece.As for luring 

Violet Cloud onto the path of battles and leveling, more time would be needed to slowly lead her 

towards that path. Moreover, Shi Feng had a great purpose for Fruit Juice. It would not be a bad choice 

to allow Violet Cloud to make them for him. 

Violet Cloud’s eyes followed Shi Feng’s back as he left. Her heart was filled with gratitude towards Shi 

Feng. She made a firm resolution to work properly and to not disappoint her new boss. 



After leaving the Chef’s Association, Shi Feng returned to the Forging Association. 

 

 

 

Currently, the number of Forgers in the Forging Association was constantly increasing. These players 

formed small conversation groups, either discussing how to increase their success rates or discussing the 

struggle between Hammer Trading and the mysterious forger. The two had become the target of envy, 

as well as idols of worship for these players. 

“Did you see the article posted by Hammer Trading just now?” 

“Of course I’ve seen it. I never imagined Hammer Trading would be so hot-tempered as to actually 

insistent on challenging the mysterious forger. He even declared that the first one to withdraw from this 

price war would be a ‘son of a bitch.’” 

“Ah, I truly envy them. They had actually obtained a Bronze Forging Design. How great would it be if I 

could have one as well? At the very least, I could join a third-rate Guild if I had one.” 

“What do you even know? I’ve heard the Forgers that are in Guilds saying that the drop rate for Bronze 

Forging Designs is frighteningly low. Moreover, its success rate is also shockingly low. Currently, selling 

them for 3 to 4 Silver Coins per piece is just a complete loss. The Glimmer Chestplate with better 

Attributes would create an even bigger loss. On the other hand, the various Guilds are all in cheerful 

moods, even thanking Hammer Trading for his actions. Otherwise, how would they be able to buy 

Bronze Equipment at such low prices?” 

“Truthfully speaking, I dislike that Hammer Trading very much. Was it bad to let all Forgers profit 

together? Why must he insist on challenging the mysterious forger to the very end, causing both sides to 

suffer?”Hearing the discussions of these players, Shi Feng entered deep thought. After a moment, he 

revealed a faint smile. Judging from Hammer Trading’s actions, it was clear that he was currently having 

a hard time. The Silver Coins in his possession were definitely insufficient, and he must be wantonly 

purchasing Silver Coins from the market right now. This would lead to a great increase in prices for Silver 

Coins, so it was the perfect chance for Shi Feng to sell them. 

Shi Feng wanted to thank Hammer Trading. If it were not for him, the market for equipment would not 

be as lively as it is now. 

Currently, there would be a large amount of Silver Coins entering his pockets every so often. Meanwhile, 

although Shi Feng had spent quite a lot of it, the amount of money he possessed was still madly 

increasing. The money he possessed had already reached 3 Gold Coins. 

At the reception desk, Shi Feng once more rented an Intermediate Forging Room for five hours, starting 

a new round of forging and manufacturing. 

However, before he started forging, Shi Feng entered the Virtual Center. He wanted to check the prices 

for God’s Domain’s game currency and sell some of the game currency he possessed. Just leaving it in 
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his pockets was truly a waste.Shi Feng was in the dark when he did not check, but the moment he did, 

he was shocked. 

Although there was a large number of players in God’s Domain, the number of players who were selling 

the game’s currency did not exceed a hundred. More importantly, the selling prices were astonishing. A 

single Silver Coin was selling for 60 Credits. The price was at least double of that during Shi Feng’s 

previous life. However, the number of Silver Coins sold by these players were very small, mostly around 

2 to 3 Silver Coins per player. Aside from the sellers, there were also players who were buying God’s 

Domain currency in bulk. The lowest buying price was at 55 Credits per Silver Coin, while the highest was 

at 58 Credits per Silver Coin. 

That meant that a single Silver Coin in God’s Domain was enough for Shi Feng to eat in luxury for two 

days. 

It was because of this competition that caused the prices of Silver Coins to be so expensive. 

At the current stage of the game, so long as a person had a brain, they would know not to sell any of 

their game currency. On the other hand, there were many Guilds who were purchasing game currencies 

in bulk, at a reasonable price. There were only a scant few money-farming groups and Workshops who 

would sell some of their currency. However, the amount they sold was extremely low. Moreover, their 

prices were extremely high. Only as a last resort would the various Guilds buy currency from these 

groups. 

However, these Guilds knew the price competition for equipment was a great chance for them to reap 

some benefits. So, they would definitely purchase game currency in bulk. However, there was not that 

much game currency available for sale. They could only purchase the game currency sold at the Virtual 

Center. Moreover, where did the large amount of game currency flow to? 

A majority of it was definitely in Shi Feng’s pockets, while a minority was at the material merchant’s 

side. 

That meant Shi Feng was currently a big shot at selling game currency. Even a hundred-man money-

farming group was far from being able to compare with Shi Feng. 

Without hesitation, Shi Feng immediately placed 3 Gold Coins up for sale, selling each Silver Coin at 60 

Credits. Shi Feng still needed to collect the money to buy two virtual gaming helmets, so how could he 

be polite with these tycoons? 

Although the price was slightly high, to obtain equipment, the many Guilds in White River City will 

definitely buy them. When that time came, all these game currencies would eventually return to his 

hands. 

After settling this matter, Shi Feng started focusing on forging equipment and manufacturing Forging 

Designs. 

Five hours went by quickly. Shi Feng once more forged more than 80 Glimmer Chestplates and 50 

Forging Designs for the Glimmer Chestplate. The 200,000 EXP required by the Teleportation Orb had 

been filled, and his own experience had also increased by quite a lot. He was just 22% away from Level 4 



now, and he was just short of slightly more than 200 Proficiency Points before becoming an 

Intermediate Forging Apprentice. 

In this forging session, the Forging Designs made were the most valuable when compared to the 

equipment made. Looking at the current popularity of the Glimmer Chestplate, the various Guilds were 

definitely in a rush to obtain their own Bronze Equipment Forging Design. They wanted to nurture their 

own forgers and create their own Bronze Equipment. After all, the drop rate of Bronze Equipment was 

extremely low. There were also not that many Elite monsters available to hunt. 

In regards to the millions of players in White River City, the amount of equipment sold by Shi Feng and 

Hammer Trading was insignificant. There were still swarms of players requiring the equipment. 

After leaving the Forging Room, the amount of money in Shi Feng’s pockets once more increased by a 

lot. Hence, Shi Feng made a trip to the Trade Area, once more purchasing Stones and Hard Stones. He 

then cleared out the Card Sets and Hard Stones that were sold at the Auction House, and in turn, placing 

the over 80 Glimmer Chestplates on auction. However, the selling price for the equipment this time was 

slightly different. The minimum price was no longer at 4 Silver Coins but 3 Silver Coins. 

Hammer Trading was quickly nearing insanity from the competition. When Hammer Trading saw Shi 

Feng had once again lowered his selling price, Hammer Trading even spat out blood. Now that Shi Feng 

reduced his selling price, naturally, Hammer Trading had to reduce his as well. Did Shi Feng want him to 

sell a kidney?! Must he be so merciless?! 

The person himself, however, did not put much consideration into such matters. Shi Feng only wanted 

to advertise the Glimmer Chestplate. 

After leaving the Auction House, Shi Feng stored the Philosopher’s Stone and materials in the Bank. 

Afterward, Shi Feng went to the Pharmacy to purchase two stacks of Basic Regeneration Potions. He 

then went to the Magic Shop, purchasing over ten types of Magic Scrolls. He bought 5 pieces of each 

kind, and each piece cost around 20 to 40 Coppers. 

Now that the experience required by the Teleportation Magic Orb has been fully collected, Shi Feng 

could go to the Moonlight Forest. 

However, the Moonlight Forest was not an easy and relaxing place to stay. On the contrary, crisis came 

one after another there, making the place extremely dangerous. Players dubbed the map as the Land of 

Eternal Rest. Without proper preparations, players would definitely die ten out of ten times there.The 

scrolls Shi Feng bought were all necessary tools for him to survive in the wilderness. Before, he did not 

have that much money, so he did not bother with purchasing the Magic Scrolls. Now that he did, he 

naturally would not be courteous. At the very least, these scrolls could improve his survival chances 

there, rather dying nine out of ten times. 

Following which, Shi Feng searched for a deserted location and activated the Teleportation Magic Orb. 

Shi Feng then transformed into a streak of white light, vanishing from Red Leaf Town. 

 


